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LEICHHARDT MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

PRECIS OF CORRESPONDENCE
DIVISION:

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICE DELIVERY

SUBJECT:

ITEM 5A - REQUEST FOR FEE WAIVER FOR ANNANDALE
NORTH PUBLIC SCHOOL FETE

DATE:

20 AUGUST 2012

WORD PROCESSING REF:

Attached is correspondence from the President of the Annandale North Public
School’s P&C seeking Council assistance in providing waste management as an inkind support for the Annandale North Public School’s annual fete.
Background:
In the past Council has provided in-kind support to some schools who have
requested funding for events / fetes etc. There are 17 schools within the Leichhardt
LGA and if council were to provide financial support to all of these schools for similar
events / fetes it would cost up to $17,000 annually. Council was mindful of this when
they developed the Grants and Community Resources Policy and whether this type
of funding was the best use of council funds for community development within the
LGA.
Accordingly in June 2012 Council adopted a Grants and Community Resourcing
Policy. Under this policy, generally any services that have a high actual cost to
Council, or that are directed by regulatory requirements, such as waste services, will
not be offered free or at reduced rates.
Under Council’s current service provisions domestic waste is funded through the
domestic waste charge levied to all residential properties in the LGA. Trade or
commercial waste services undertaken by Council are on a cost recovery / fee based
service.
Council is enhancing the transparency of its support for the community through the
Grants and Community Resourcing Policy. This enables Council to meet its reporting
obligations to the Department of Local Government on its annual allocation of funds
via grants or in-kind support.
Council provided a quotation to Annandale North Public School’s P&C in July 2012
to provide waste services for their upcoming fete. The quotation is based on
Council’s adopted fees and charges for trade waste services for garbage and
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commercial rates for recycling. The total cost of council providing the waste services
based on provision, collection and disposal fees for the nominated 20 garbage and
10 recycling bins is $930.00 including GST.
Recommendations:
•

That Council does not provide in-kind support to Annandale North Public
School’s P&C for waste management of their annual fete.

•

That Council provide a quotation in the sum of $930.00 inclusive of GST to
Annandale North Public School’s P&C for waste management services of
their annual fete.
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________________________________________
From: Penelope Bye [pbye@bigpond.com]
Sent: Monday, 20 August 2012 2:46 PM
To: Porteous, Rochelle (Mayor)
Subject: Fete & garbage removal
Dear Mayor Porteous
I am following up, on behalf of Annandale North Public School
(ANPS), the garbage removal for the annual school fete. We
would be very grateful if the council would consider waiving
the fee for the garbage removal.
The annual fete is a community event which raises important
funds which are invested directly into the education of the
children in our local area. The fete also acts as a social
event bringing people into the area and building community
spirit.
Thank you for considering this matter.
Kind regards
Penelope Bye
President, ANPS P&C
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LEICHHARDT MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

REPORT
DIVISION:

ENVIRONMENTAL AND COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

SUBJECT:

ITEM 15A - THE FUTURE OF PLANNING IN NSW - AN
ASSESSMENT OF THE GREEN PAPER

AUTHOR:

DAVID WILSON
MANAGER ENVIRONMENTAL AND URBAN PLANNING

DATE:

23rd AUGUST 2012

WORD PROCESSING REF:
DIRECTOR’S SUMMARY – ORGANISATIONAL PRINCIPALS
Financial

Implications for the funding of future strategic
planning processes, the ability of Council to gain
income from future development assessment
processes, and a review of the current developer
contribution systems

Policy Implications:

Implications for Council's corporate and strategic
planning processes and development assessment
practices

Strategic Plan Objective:

Legal

Community well-being
Accessibility
Sustainable Services & Assets
Place where we live and work
Significant legislative reform expected

Staffing Implications:

Nil

Notifications:

Nil

Other Implications:

None at this stage.
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1.0

Purpose of Report
This Report on the Green Paper relates to the third stage of the review of the
NSW Planning system. The Green Paper draws on the findings of the first two
stages including the Discussion and Issues papers, and the international
review of best practice.
Council have been provided until the 5th October 2012 to submit comments on
the Green Paper. As such further material will be circulated in late September
2012.

2.0

Recommendations
That:

3.0

1.

Council note the initial comments on the Green Paper.

2.

A further report be circulated to all Councillors in late September.

3.

Council resolve to submit comments to the Department of Planning
and Infrastructure by 5th October 2012

Background
The release of the NSW Government’s Green Paper, 'A New Planning
System for NSW', marks the first major review of the Environment and
Planning Assessment Act 1979. Potentially changes arising from the review
will have implications for community consultation, strategic planning,
development assessment, the delivery of infrastructure and state-wide
planning processes.
The Green Paper review is written at a very high policy level and it is difficult
to be precise about specific details and outcomes. Consequently to assist
Councillors in understanding some of the potential implications, our responses
has been structured as follows:
•
•
•

Summary of proposed change
Initial Council Officers comments
Potential issues

In preparing this report, council staff has therefore:
• Cross-checked the Green Paper recommendations against the
Leichhardt Council submissions on the two previous review stages, the
Discussion Paper and Issues Paper and the outcomes of those reviews.
• Examined the Green Paper to see if the relationship between differing
and sometimes competing NSW Acts of Parliament is covered within the
Green Paper.
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• Examined the Review of International Best Practice in Planning Law that
highlights international examples of planning legislation from around the
world.
Staff will continue working through the 23 recommendations, both in terms
of identification of:

4.0

Report

4.1

Introduction

▪

potential shortcomings;

▪

Useful examples of points for consideration by the State
Government.

The Green Paper is identified as the third out of four steps in the process of
reviewing the NSW Planning system – Refer Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 Planning Review and Reform Process
On 14 July 2012 Government released the document "A New Planning
System for NSW – Green Paper". The 23 recommendations for change in the
Green Paper is the NSW Government’s initial response to the report "The
Way Ahead for Planning in NSW" undertaken by an Independent Panel which
contained 374 recommendations.
The Green Paper has now been released for community consultation,
following which the Government will release a White Paper and Exposure Bill
for further public consultation.
The Government intends to present the new Planning Act in early 2013
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Detailed controls will be in guidance and good practice advisory notes.
4.2

Green Paper

4.2.1 NSW State Government Case for Change
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act – best for its time
The world has changed
Significant number of amendments
Dissatisfaction with current state of affairs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce complexity and cost
Increase focus on strategic planning
Focus on better economic outcomes
Engage with the community effectively and early
Streamline development assessment
Improve infrastructure funding and integration

4.2.2 Green Paper objectives
In Chapter 3 of the Green Paper the NSW Government outlines a summary of
the main objectives of the new planning system:
•
•
•
•
•
•

involving the community early in guiding planning decisions that will
shape the growth and future of our cities, towns, and neighborhoods;
placing much more emphasis on preparing good policies upfront to
guide growth and development;
reducing red tape and delay for the assessment of development
applications for all types of proposals;
ensuring that infrastructure is planned and delivered to support new
and existing communities;
promoting a ‘can do’ culture in the planning system and ensuring that
councils and the government are accountable for delivering the results
they have committed to; and
providing greater access to information about planning policies,
planning decisions, and your rights in the planning process.
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4.2.3

Five Arms of “Reform”

The Green Paper proposes 5 Areas of Reform Refer to Figure 2 below

Figure 2 Five Arms of “Reform”
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4.2.4 Twenty three changes
Sitting underneath the 5 areas of Reform are 23 proposed changes – Refer to
Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3 Blueprint for change - A New Planning System for NSW
As stated previously, the 23 proposed changes are “high level” statements.
4.2.5 Analysis of the 23 changes proposed in the Green Paper
Community Participation is the first “area” of Reform
The four main areas of proposed change in community participation are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A Public Participation Charter to provide a framework for community
participation in plan-making and development assessment;
Strategic Community participation with a focus on public input at the
strategic planning phase instead of the individual development
application stage;
Transparency in decision making to enable increased public access
to the evidence base for decisions;
Information technology and e-planning to improve community
access to planning information including strategic planning of land
uses, zoning, development assessments and planning guidelines.

Change 1 Public Participation Charter
Summary of proposed change
Public Participation Charter to require the appropriate level of community
participation in plan making and development assessment.
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Most Councils, including Leichhardt Council, now have Community
Engagement Frameworks or the like – as required by the Department
of Local Government.
•
State Government does not have any standards in this area.
Potential Issues
•
•

High level principles seem fine, the next level of detail required .
May duplicate work of Department of Local Government.

•
•

Not everyone has access to internet.
Does not indicate that State Government will be bound by Charter –
this is essential, to lead by example.
Needs to include Performance Criteria to evaluate State Government

•

performance.
Change 2 Strategic Community participation
Summary of proposed change
The NSW Government will engage communities early at the strategic
planning stages in the setting of overall Sub Regional Delivery Plans.
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Initial Council Officers comments
•
Most Councils, including Leichhardt Council, now have Community
Engagement Frameworks or the like – as required by the Department
of Local Government.
Potential Issues
•
High level principles seem fine, the next level of detail required.
•
May duplicate work of Department of Local Government.
•
Does not indicate that State Government will be bound by Charter –
this is essential, to lead by example.
•
Stakeholders must be able to see links between earlier “strategic
phase” and longer term “detailed” phase.
•
Consultation regarding conceptual issues can be very challenging,
expensive and time consuming; doing it poorly can be as bad as not
doing it.
Change 3 Transparency in decision making
Summary of proposed change
Transparency in decision making to increase public access to the evidence
base for decisions
Initial Council Officers comments
•
NSW Councils are already required to operate in an open and
transparent fashion.
•
Leichhardt Council has adopted an “evidence based” approach in all of
its recent planning exercises.
•
State Government has different standards to Local Government.
Potential Issues
•
High level principles seem fine the next level of detail is required,
•
State Government needs to adopt same standards that it imposes on
Local Government – lead by example.
•
Transparency needs to be matched with accessibility, sometimes
information gets lost in quantity of material or time taken to find it.
•
How material is exhibited / filed should be consistent across the State.
Change 4 Information technology and e-planning
Summary of proposed change
Information technology and e-planning to simplify and improve community
access to planning information and processes
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Leichhardt Council has e-planning system in place.
•
Leichhardt community uses technology and generally has access to
necessary services to support effective use.
•
Council’s and other Government Agencies across the State are all
approaching this matter in their own individual way.
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Potential Issues
•
High level principles seem fine, the next level of detail required, not
everyone is comfortable with or has access to internet.
•
Not just planning, State Government needs to take a leadership role in
relation to the electronic delivery of services generally – significant
work and $ resources required to ensure service delivery is consistent
across the State.
•
Transparency needs to be matched with accessibility.
Strategic Planning
The five main areas of change in Strategic Planning are:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

NSW Planning Policies will articulate the NSW Governments policy
direction and position o major planning issues.
Regional Growth Plans will become the integrated growth plans
linked to other state plans
Sub Regional Delivery Plans will include sectoral strategies, linked to
growth infrastructure plans
Simplifying Local Land Use Plans will include four parts, strategic
context, land use zones, delivery component and guidelines
New Zones to maximise flexibility within zones

Change 5 NSW Planning Policies
Summary of proposed change
NSW Planning Policies replace SEPP’s and Section 117 Directions and
provide practical high level direction.
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Whilst State Controls and Polices already exist, the have at times been
developed in isolation of other policies and issues or without
appropriate input from Local Government.
•
Geographic (Coastal) and Sectoral (Housing Supply) issues.
Potential Issues
•
High level principles seem fine, the next level of detail required
•
This will involve a number of Government Agencies, “Whole of
Government” approach required
•
State Development Controls and Polices must have the capacity to
genuinely acknowledge “local” circumstances identified through
consultation and evidence collection stages (refer changes 1 – 3)
•
Needs to include Performance Criteria to evaluate State Government
performance.
Change 6 Regional Growth Plans
Summary of proposed change
Regional Growth Plans to align strategic planning with infrastructure delivery.
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Initial Council Officers comments
•
Regional plans already exist, however they have often been developed
in isolation of key areas and considerations, for example Transport and
Infrastructure planning and provision.
Potential Issues
•
High level principles seem fine, the next level of detail required.
•
This will involve a number of Government Agencies, “Whole of
Government” approach required.
•
Regional Growth Plans must have the capacity to genuinely
acknowledge “local” circumstances identified through consultation and
evidence collection stages (refer changes 1 – 3). For example
increases in population must be accompanied by increases in open
space.
•
Changes must be all inclusive and integrated eg the under grounding
of Parramatta Road would involve enhancements to public domain and
active transport networks at ground level.
•
There must be an explicit role for Local Government and the
Community.
Change 7 Sub Regional Delivery Plans
Summary of proposed change
Sub Regional Delivery Plans that affect immediate changes to zones are
based on evidence in Sectoral Strategies and linked to Growth Infrastructure
Plans.
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Sub Regional plans already exist, often in “Draft” form, developed
without input from Local Government, hence they lack a “common”
understanding of an issue.
•
Potential to build upon and enhance some elements of the existing
planning system eg. BASIX and Urban Design
Potential issues
•
High level principles seem fine, the next level of detail required.
•
Subregions needs to be reflective of areas that face common issues,
share communities of interest or the like, this is not always the case –
Marrickville, Sydney and Leichhardt in three separate sub regions.
•
Will require a genuine collaboration between Community, Levels of
Government and Government Agencies.
•
Subregional Delivery Plans must have the capacity to genuinely
acknowledge “local” circumstances identified through consultation and
evidence collection stages (refer changes 1 – 3). For example density,
heritage, open space etc.
•
The NSW Government needs to provide guidelines of best practice to
avoid delays in implementing Sub Regional Delivery Plans. Specific
indicators should be created to measure success through periodic
reviews of the delivery plan targets
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•
•
•
•
•

Plans must be linked to delivery and resourcing plans Implementation
of plans must be measurable and accountable
There must be an explicit role for Local Government and the
Community.
Need to acknowledge that in some areas or at some points in time,
data and knowledge is evolving eg environmental considerations, plans
cannot be static
Plans need to take a longer term perspective and data needs to be
balanced, matters such as financial feasibility and market demand can
be very volatile.
Links between Subregional plans and local plans need to be fully
developed and understood by all

Change 8 Simplifying Local Land Use Plans
Summary of proposed change
Local Land Use Plans with strategic context and performance based
development guidelines.
Initial Council Officers comments
•
This is one of the most significant changes proposed in the Green
Paper.
•
Local Plans will have to be consistent with State, Regional and
Subregional Plans
•
The format of Local Plans will be identical across the State comprising
a Strategic Section, a spatial land use plan, a section on infrastructure
and services, a section comprising guidelines and performance
monitoring
Potential Issues
•
The next level of detail is essential to the evaluation of this proposal.
•
Need to guard against Enterprise Zone being used in place of
Suburban Character Zone.
•
The next stage will need to be supported by fully developed
explanations and examples (text and graphic) of terms such as Local
Character.
•
The development of this proposal will also be a test of changes 1- 5.
•
Change 9 New Zones and greater flexibility within zones
Summary of proposed change
New zones to capture investment opportunities and preserve local character
Initial Council Officers comments
The proposal introduces three new zones:
•
Enterprise Zone: to capture investment opportunities
•
Future Urban Release Zone: to indicate future intentions prior to
programming infrastructure
•
Suburban Character Zone: to preserve local character
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•

Enterprise Zone and Suburban Character Zone are most relevant to
Leichhardt LGA

Potential Issues
•
The next level of detail is essential to the evaluation of this proposal.
•
Need to guard against Enterprise Zones being used in place of
Suburban Character Zones.
•
The next stage will need to be supported by fully developed
explanations and examples (text and graphic) of terms such as Local
Character.
•
The development of this proposal will also be a test of changes 1-5.
Streamlined Approval
The six main areas of change in Streamlined Approval are:
10.

Depoliticised decision making a fundamental shift is proposed to
independent and expert decision makers.

11.

Strategic Compliance the NSW Government is proposing that
development should be consistent with a strategic plan.

12.

Reforming State significant development the NSW Government is
proposing integration with state planning principles

13.

Smarter and timely merit assessment the NSW Government is
proposing to speed up development assessment.

14.

Increasing the use of code based assessment by maximizing the
proportion of complying developments.

15.

Right of review for rezonings and merit based appeals through
formalizing existing practices of independent reviews.

Change 10 Depoliticised decision making
Summary of proposed change
Depoliticised decision making with development decision streamed to
independent experts
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Emphasis on DA decision-making by independent panels
•
Includes:
– Planning Assessment Commission
– Joint Regional Planning Panels
– Local Expert Panels
•
Panels currently operate in a number of metropolitan councils
Potential issues
•
Given the complexity of the proposed cultural change in the NSW
Planning System, there may be merit in the State Government
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providing additional resources for training on relevant planning
legislation and decision making.

Change 11 Strategic Compliance
Summary of proposed change
Strategic compliance to allow development that complies with strategic
planning to proceed.
Initial Council Officers comments
•
DA’s consistent with the strategic plan may proceed in a streamlined
way
•
Only components of a proposal that don’t comply with the plan are
merit- assessed
•
Highlights importance of getting precinct right
•
Change 12 Streamlined State significant assessment
Summary of proposed change
Streamlined state significant assessment to deliver major projects sooner
Initial Council Officers comments
•
State planning principles must be considered in assessing State
Significant development
– Currently no such requirement
•
Accredited panel of consultants for Environmental Impact statements
– Trying to redress concerns about impartiality & quality of work
•
Series of other minor changes to improve timeframes
Change 13 Smarter and timely merit assessment
Summary of proposed change
Smarter and timely merit assessment with requirements matching the level of
risk
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Eliminating duplication of information requirements
•
Increased accountability of timely DA assessments
– Alternative determination pathways
– Sanctions for continued inefficiency
•
Obligation to provide an opportunity to amend a DA where
unsatisfactory (14 days)
•
‘Smart’ consent conditions
– Establish clear principles about what is appropriate
– Create standard conditions to create consistency across Councils
Change 14 Increasing the use of code based assessment
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Summary of proposed change
Increasing code assessment to reduce transactions costs and speed up
approvals for complying development.
Initial Council Officers comments
•
•

Significant expansion of ‘code’ assessment
Ability for Councils to consider the non-compliant components

Change 15 Review for rezonings and merit based appeals
Summary of proposed change
Extended reviews and appeals to increase the accountability of decision
makers
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Merit reviews by the JRPP of rezonings that are not approved by
Council
•
Reviews of DA determinations (s82A Reviews) as follows:
– Department of Planning staff PAC
– Elected Councillors JRPP
– Council Staff Panel of Senior Staff from adjoining Councils
– No review of JRPP or PAC decisions
•
No change to appeal rights under current Act.
Provision of Infrastructure
The four main areas of change in the Provision of Infrastructure are:
16.
17.
18
19.

Contestable Infrastructure will introduce accountability to
development assessment, rezoning and site compatibility certificates
through new appeal and review rights.
Growth Infrastructure Plans are to be integrated with strategic
planning for growth and improving certainty in infrastructure delivery.
Affordable infrastructure Plans to support the rapid supply of
housing in growth zones
Public Priority Infrastructure will be streamlined to give major
projects priority

Change 16 Contestable Infrastructure
Summary of proposed change
Contestable Infrastructure to enable greater private sector participation
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Contestability, Third Party Access, Public Private Partnerships and
Voluntary Planning Agreements are all in use at this point in time
across Australia and overseas.
•
Concept is fine, implementation is key
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•

The long term public good must take precedence over private benefit at
all times

Potential Issues
•
Exploring all issues in detail and understanding the total system in all
its detail.
•
All planning must assume worst case scenario.
•
Transparency and accountability must be common across all
participants – public and private sector.
•
Identifying and resourcing entities responsible for the long term
planning and compliance.
•
Setting appropriate standards in respect of all aspects of infrastructure
and service delivery and ensuring that all participants comply with
those standards.
•
Establishing appropriate processes and procedures are in place to
ensure the timely and effective resolution of complaints, defective
works, illegal works etc.
•
Proposed a reduction in infrastructure provided by developers – limited
to parks, sports fields and community buildings, who will fund / how will
other infrastructure be funded.
Change 17 Growth Infrastructure Plans
Summary of proposed change
Growth Infrastructure Plans to link strategic plans with infrastructure provision.
Initial Council Officers comments
•
•
•

Confirms linkages to other Strategies such as State Transport Plan
Promotes co-ordination between agencies
Capturing and publicizing relevant data

Potential Issues
•
•

High level principles seem fine; the next level of detail is required.
More likely to apply to areas such as Future Urban Release Zones and
large scale State nominated infill/brown field locations.

Change 18 Affordable Infrastructure contributions
Summary of proposed change
Affordable Infrastructure contributions to provide a fairer and simpler system
to support growth
Initial Council Officers comments
•

It is proposed to reduce the range of items that can be funded from
Developer Contributions, potentially only land for:
Open space
Storm water & drainage
Roads
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•

Community facilities.
Inner suburbs are being asked to take an increasing proportion of new
housing, needs to include additional recreation, open space and
community facilities.

Potential Issues
•
Developers should continue to contribute to the provision of community
facilities; the proposal does not indicate how Councils will recoup costs.

Change 19 Public Priority Infrastructure
Summary of proposed change
Public Priority Infrastructure to streamline assessment for major infrastructure
delivery
Initial Council Officers comments
•
A response to a lack of long term infrastructure planning
•
Projects identified in High Level Strategic Documents eg. State
Infrastructure Plan.
•
Will reduce complexity of approvals without compromising community
and environmental considerations.
Potential Issues
•
Next level of detail required to understand how complexity of approvals
will be reduced without compromising community and environmental
considerations.
•
Track record of recent state governments – Airport Rail Link and Cross
City Tunnel.
•
The change will also be a test of changes 1 – 5, especially “public
interest” and “Transparency” in “Commercial” projects.
Delivery Culture
The four main areas of change in Delivery Culture they are:
20.
21.
22.
23.

Chief Executive Officers Group to integrate and drive implementation
Regional Planning Boards to advise on regional and sub-regional
strategic plan-making, infrastructure and planning issues.
Mandatory performance monitoring against clear indicators with
regular public reporting and review
Organisational reform to address the structure and culture of
planning at all levels within the public and private sectors

Change 20 Chief Executive Officers Group
Summary of proposed change
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Chief Executive Officers Group to provide a whole of government approach to
implementation
Initial Council Officers comments
•
•

Premier and Cabinet, Planning and Infrastructure, Treasury, Transport,
Trade and Investment and Infrastructure
Whole of government input

Potential Issues
•
More detail required.
•
Ensuring that public interest, community and environmental
considerations are represented, when they are not around the table
where the decisions are made?
•
“Whole of Government” needs to be extended beyond Infrastructure
Planning and Delivery to service delivery – especially web based
services, data/document management etc.
Change 21 Regional Planning Boards
Summary of proposed change
Regional Planning Boards to oversee regional and sub regional strategic plan
making
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Emphasis on Strategic Planning, Flexibility, Governance and
Stakeholder Participation.
•
Focus on Regional and Sub Regional Land Use and Infrastructure
Planning.
Potential Issues
•
The next level of detail is essential to the evaluation of this proposal.
•
Has potential to over ride local Councils.
•
The next stage will need to be supported by fully developed details
regarding membership and operation of Regional Boards.
•
Will have to be consulted in accordance with the provisions of changes
1-5.
Change 22 Mandatory Performance Monitoring
Summary of proposed change
Mandatory Performance Monitoring to publicly track performance towards
achievement of strategic plans at all levels
Initial Council Officers comments
•
Performance monitoring already in place for Local Government
Potential Issues
•
Potential duplication with other agencies.
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•

State Government should comply with all requirements placed on Local
Government.
Performance standards and reporting required in respect of matters
such as:
•
Planning - community consultation
•
Contestable activities – compliance, quality, time and cost
•
Infrastructure planning - public interest, community and
environmental outcomes.
•
The next level of detail is essential to the evaluation of this
proposal.

•

Change 23 Organisational reform
Summary of proposed change
Organisational reform to resource strategic planning and improve the culture
of planning at all levels
Potential Issues
•
The State Government has not sufficiently outlined to date how the
necessary resources, incentives and education will be put in place to
implement the proposed changes
•
Whole of Government Approach required with a particular focus on
community engagement, transparency, and customer service.
5.0

Leichhardt Public Meeting on Green Paper
The Leichhardt Community raised the following points at the Public Meeting at
the Leichhardt Town Hall on 21st August 2012. Sixty eight members of the
public discussed the proposed changes to - A New Planning system for NSW,
Green Paper.
A summary of these comments are as follows:
•

Lack of transparency in State Government decision making.

•

What protection is there against Developers compulsorily acquiring
land?

•

Major concerns about the lack accountability of the JRPP decision
making process.

•

Concerns about taking away decision making powers from Local
Councils and transferring them to State Government.

•

What safety nets are there in the proposed legislation regarding appeal
rights

•

What right of appeal is there regarding being designated a Suburban
Character Zone?

•

How will Local Character / Heritage Areas be defined?

•

Is there a possibility of different types of Suburban Character Zones?

•

Enterprise Zones what controls will be applied to these areas?
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6.0

•

Concerns about proposals to undertake Environmental Impact
Statements after development has occurred.

•

Independent Panels have no accountability to the community.

•

Contestable Infrastructure - how will the relationship between the
Developer and Government be managed - will the local community be
able to participate in decision making?

•

Is the role of elected representatives to be replaced by Independent
Panels?

•

Why is the State Government proposing to minimize public
participation and replace it with the JRPP?

•

Will Complying Development knock out the development process?

•

The Green Paper proposals appear to be giving Developers more
power at the expense of the community.

•

There needs to be a greater balance between provision of community
facilities and development in the Inner City.

•

What about designating “High Density Inner City Zones”.

•

The “devil is in the detail” there is a great lack of it in the Green paper.

Conclusions
This report provides some preliminary comments on the third stage report
on the Green Paper on the “The future of Planning in NSW”. A further report
will be submitted to the September Ordinary Council meeting.
Council will be submitting comments on the Green Paper on The Future of
Planning in NSW by 5th October 2012.
The Government intends to present new planning legislation to the NSW
Parliament in early 2013.
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LEICHHARDT MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

REPORT
DIVISION:

ENVIRONMENTAL AND COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

SUBJECT:

ITEM 15B REDUCED FEES FOR COMMERCIAL
ORGANISATIONS AND SOLE TRADERS IN COMMUNITY
FACILITIES

AUTHOR:

FRANCESCA CATHIE - TEAM LEADER, COMMUNITY AND
CULTURAL PLANNING

FILE REF:
DATE:

21 AUGUST 2012

WORD PROCESSING REF:

DIRECTOR’S SUMMARY - ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications:

Impacts fees and charges.

Policy Implications:

Amendments to Schedule 1 to the Grants and
Community Resourcing Policy.

Strategic Plan Objective:

Leichhardt 2020+
Community and Cultural Plan:
• Connecting people to each other
• Connecting people to place
• Developing community strengths and
capabilities
• Enlivening the arts and cultural life
• Promoting health and well-being

Staffing Implications:

Nil

Notifications:

Regular Hirers; Website information.

Other Implications:

Nil
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1.

Purpose of Report
To:
•
•

2.

propose amendments to Schedule 1 to the Leichhardt Grants and
Community Resourcing Policy
present the amended Reduced Fees and Fee Waivers Guidelines
and Application Form (refer Attachment 2).

Recommendations
1. That Council endorse the following amendment in Schedule 1 to the
Leichhardt Grants and Community Resourcing Policy:
Section 3.12 Reduced Fees and Fee Waivers
Commercial organisations and sole traders are eligible to apply for the
community rate for programs in Community and Neighbourhood Centres
and Town Halls if they meet the following additional criteria:
• they are offering a program which promotes well-being and which
complements existing programs
• the program is affordable for all residents of the LGA including those
on limited incomes or government benefits.
• they are not involved in any activities which are generally inconsistent
with Council’s values or policies, or that may affect Council’s public
image or reputation.

2. That Council receive and note the amended Reduced Fees and Fee
Waiver
Guidelines and Application Form.
3.

Background
Council’s Community Facilities Review (adopted C22/10 February 2011)
identified that the system of fees and charges in respect of Council’s
community facilities was inequitable and inconsistent. This review also
identified that programming of the facilities should be bought into alignment
with the Community and Cultural Plan.

The Community and Cultural 4 Year Service Delivery Plan directed Council to:

Initiate community and cultural capacity building by developing a Community
Resourcing Policy and Program, aligning existing and new grants programs,
fee waivers and in-kind support with Council’s strategic objectives
(Leichhardt Community and Cultural Plan 4yr Service Delivery Plan 2011 –
2015 p78)
Council resolved at the June meeting 2012 C254/12:
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1. That Council endorse the Draft Grants and Community Resourcing
Policy and Schedule 1: Grants and Community Resourcing Programs
apart from the issue of commercial organisations and sole traders who
are providing a valued service to the community which should be
addressed so that they can continue to obtain a community rate.
4.

Report

4.1

Current Situation
Council’s Community Centres, Neighbourhood Centres and Town Halls are
used by regular hirers to present classes and workshops for the community.
These cover a variety of activities including exercise classes, botanical art
classes, yoga, and music and dance lessons.
Council’s recently adopted Grants and Community Resourcing Policy
established transparent and consistent guidelines for the granting of financial
support, in the form of reduced fees and fee waivers, across these community
facilities. The guidelines were developed through an evidence based process
involving key community stakeholders:
• Grants and Community Resourcing Forum 29 February 2012
• Briefing and consultation at the Community Services Safety and
Facilities Committee 7 June 2012
• Briefing and consultation for regular hirers 13 June 2012
A transparent and consistent application process for regular hirers of these
facilities has been implemented with existing fees maintained until 31
December 2012.
Representation from small business operators and sole traders running
programs at Council’s community facilities identified a need for further
consideration regarding their eligibility for reduced fees. Representations
were from providers offering low-cost programs with health and wellbeing
benefits for the community. Feedback has also been received regarding the
application process for existing regular hirers of community facilities.

4.2

Comparison with Neighbouring Councils
A web survey of practices in neighbouring Councils identified that of five
Councils:
• two offer 25% discounts for commercial organisations offering
community programs or services (refer Table 1: Practices in
Neighbouring Councils - Attachment 1)
• three Councils offer discounts only for not-for-profit organisations and
community groups
This survey also identified current standard hall hire costs for all hirers which
were comparable across the five Council areas apart from one offering
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significantly cheaper rates. This Council however, unlike the others, required a
4 hour minimum booking.
The introduction of the community rate, a 50% discount, for commercial
organisations and sole traders would establish generous support for the
business community. Effective hourly rates would be in the range of $26 - $55
for approved applicants.
4.3

Accountability Considerations
Not-for-profit organisations are generally required to have a constitution and
most provide annual reports outlining their activities and financial status. This
information confirms for Council and the community that the organisation has
appropriate governance arrangements in place and that the activity is both
sustainable and supported by an appropriate level of expertise. This
especially applies in the case of funded organisations which must meet
funding body criteria and standards of service delivery. Commercial
organisations and sole traders are not publicly accountable in the same way.
To address this issue it is proposed that commercial organisations and sole
traders be required to:
• submit a Curriculum Vitae
• provide references from the not-for-profit sector
• meet tighter controls regarding the nature of their business and the
program offered, including its affordability for all local residents.

4.4

Social Inclusion and Affordability
Current Guidelines for Reduced Fees and Fee Waivers outline that projects
offered must:
• meet community needs or aspirations
• be a priority for the community
• be aligned with Council’s strategic plans.
And that applicants must:
• be capable of carrying out the proposed project or activity
• need Council’s support for the project to go ahead.
Assessing these criteria involves considering a range of community needs,
aspirations and priorities identified in Council’s strategic plans. As part of this
assessment the applicant’s ability to fund the project while keeping activities
affordable for local residents is also considered.
The issue of affordability is an important factor in ensuring that Council
facilities are accessible to all residents. High levels of affluence in the LGA
mask pockets of disadvantage and Council is committed to working with the
community to address this issue (Leichhardt Community and Cultural Plan
2011 -2021 pp 17 and 28). Council currently provides opportunities for
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residents with limited incomes to engage in low or no-cost activities that
promote wellbeing. For example:
• Friday Fitness Class for Seniors - $8
• Seniors Luncheons - $7.50
• Bus outings for Seniors - $8
• Cooking Connections for low income residents - free
• Adobe Photoshop Classes for Young People - $50 for 6 classes
In considering an appropriate benchmark for affordability reference is made to
the above charges in relation to the lowest government benefit Newstart.
Newstart for unemployed single adults is currently $244.85 per week1. The
charges outlined above are roughly equivalent to 4% of the Newstart
allowance.
It is proposed that this benchmark of 4% of Newstart be used as a general
guideline in the assessment of applications by commercial organisations and
sole traders for reduced fees. Applicants can offer affordable fees as a
concession rate. Other considerations such as length of activity, frequency of
classes, and materials included will also be taken into account.
Programs where possible, should be offered on an attendance basis. Lumpsum payments for a set number of classes can be a barrier to access for
residents on low incomes or with health and other issues.
4.5

Equitable Access to Financial Support
Prior to the adoption of the Leichhardt Grants and Community Resourcing
Policy in June 2012, there were a variety of practices across Council
venues and services for the granting of financial support in the form of
reduced fees and fee waivers. The policy introduced the Reduced Fees and
Fee Waiver Guidelines and Application Form (refer Attachment 2) to be used
across Council to ensure good governance and accountability for all
community facilities.
Existing hirers as well as new hirers are required to make an application to
obtain ongoing financial support, with their current rates maintained until
December 31 2012. This is to ensure that Council has access to up-to-date
information across all of Council’s community facilities. It also ensures that
existing and new groups have equitable access to financial support with the
same accountability requirements for both groups. Equitable access to
Council’s investment in the community is an important priority for local
residents (Leichhardt Community and Cultural Plan p28).
Information collected through this process will also enable Council to improve
service delivery and programming across community facilities in alignment
with the Community Facilities Review.

1 Centrelink website - http://www.humanservices.gov.au/customer/enablers/centrelink/newstartallowance/payment-rates-for-newstart-allowance
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4.6

Proposed Amendments to Eligibility Criteria
To address the issues outlined above it is proposed that the eligibility criteria
for reduced fees and fee waivers in Schedule 1 (Section 3.12 Reduced Fees
and Fee Waivers pg 30) to the Leichhardt Grants and Community Resourcing
Policy be amended with the following information:
Commercial organisations and sole traders are eligible to apply for the
community rate for programs in Community and Neighbourhood Centres
and Town Halls if they meet the following additional criteria:
•

they are offering a program which promotes well-being and which
complements existing programs

•

the program is affordable for all residents of the LGA including those on
limited incomes or government benefits.

•

they are not involved in any activities which are generally inconsistent
with Council’s values or policies, or that may affect Council’s public
image or reputation.

The Reduced Fees and Fee Waiver Guidelines and Application Form have
been revised to be consistent with the proposed amendment (refer
Attachment 2).
5.

Conclusion
The proposed amendment offers an opportunity for commercial organisations
and sole traders offering affordable community programs to access financial
support for their activities. Continuing to offer the community rate for these
programs will allow Council to support the work of community minded and
socially responsible business. A transparent and consistent application
process for all users of the facilities will ensure good governance and
accountability. It will also enable community facilities to offer a greater range
of programs and activities aligned with the objectives of the Leichhardt
Community and Cultural Plan.
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Attachment 1
Table 1: Reduced Fees for Commercial Organisations and Sole Traders
Council

Hall Hire Costs:
Hourly Week-Day Rate

Ashfield Council

$50 - $70

City of Canada Bay

$28 - $50

City of Sydney

$40 - $47

Leichhardt Council

Hall Hire Costs:
Notes

Discounts
offered
to
Commercial Organisations &
Sole Traders
None

Criteria for Commercial Organisations &
Sole Traders

Minimum booking: four
hours =
$112 - $200

Discounts listed on application
form range from Full Fee Waiver to
25%.

None

$52 - $110

Does not include
Sydney or Paddington
Town Halls
Includes Town Halls

• An organisation specially deigned to provide
a service to the community, or a forum to
encourage improvements for the community
OR
• The primary purpose of the event/
production is to highlight the City as a tourist
destination
NA

Marrickville Council

$54 - $110

Includes Town Halls

None

North Sydney

$40 - $64

Proposed: Community rate - 50%

25% for community centres only
(not for main halls)
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• Proposed criteria for commercial
organisations and sole traders:
o they are offering a program which
promotes well-being and which
complements existing programs
o the program is affordable for all residents
of the LGA including those on limited
incomes or government benefits.
o they are not involved in any activities
which are generally inconsistent with
Council’s values or policies, or that may
affect Council’s public image or
reputation.
NA
• For activities that promote well-being.
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LEICHHARDT MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

REPORT
DIVISION:

ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

SUBJECT:

ITEM 15C - COMMUNITY EVENTS REVIEW 2012/2013

AUTHOR:

FRANCESCA CATHIE –TEAM LEADER COMMUNITY AND
CULTURAL PLANNING
COSTA ATZEMIS – COMMUNITY EVENTS COORDINATOR

FILE REF:
DATE:

21 AUGUST 2012

DIRECTOR’S SUMMARY - ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications:

Reallocation of Events Program funds from
Earthbeat to Classics at Callan Park

Policy Implications:

NIL

Staffing Implications:

Supported by the Environment and Community
Management directorate.

Notifications:

Promotional campaign for events.

Other Implications:

NIL
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1.

Purpose of Report
To:
•
•
•
•

2.

outline the links between the objectives of the Community and Cultural
Plan and Council’s event program
confirm the schedule of events for 2012/2013 as adopted in the Budget
propose a reallocation of funds to allow Classics at Callan Park to take
place in March 2013
confirm arrangements for the promotion of the events programs through
Council’s website and banner bookings.

Recommendation
That Council:
1. Receive and note information:
• outlining the links between the objectives of the Community and
Cultural Plan and Council’s event program
• confirming the schedule of events for 2012/2013 as adopted in the
Budget
• advising the status of the review of Council’s Events program
• proposing a reallocation of funds to allow Classics at Callan Park to
take place in March 2013
• confirming arrangements for the promotion of the events programs
through Council’s website and banner bookings.

2. Endorse the reallocation of funds from Earth Beat Music Festival to
Classics at Callan Park proposed for March 2013

3.

Report

3.1

Community and Cultural Plan
The Community and Cultural Plan addresses the social and cultural
aspirations of the Leichhardt Local Government Area. Council engaged local
residents, key community organisations and people of all ages to develop this
plan. The community told Council that they love the parks, open space,
waterways, and beauty of the area and want to see these places used more
for events and activities. Many working people would like to see night and
weekend activities in community places and spaces.
Community events play a large role in bringing people together and building
local connections within neighbourhoods across the Leichhardt Local
Government Area (LGA). Through our Community Events, Council is able to
achieve key objectives of the Community and Cultural Plan:
• Connecting people to each other
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•
•
•
•
3.2

Connecting people to place
Building community strengths and capabilities
Enlivening the arts and cultural life
Promoting health and wellbeing

2012-13 Budget
The current Council Events Program was considered by Council during the
course of determining the 2012/2013 Budget and Delivery Program. A further
event, Dad’s Day Out was included in the program at the Ordinary Meeting in
February C45/12.

3.3

Council’s Events Program 2012/2013 and Links to the Community and
Cultural Plan
Table 1 (refer Attachment 1) outlines Council’s Events Program and includes
all Council events funded from the Community Events budget and run by
Council’s Community Events Co-ordinator.
Table 1 also demonstrates how each event aligns with the key objectives of
the Community and Cultural Plan. Council’s Events Program is directed
through outcomes and strategies in the Community and Cultural Plan:
•

Outcome 1:1 The Local Government Area is friendly and connected and
values diversity.

•

Strategy 1.1.3: To facilitate and resource communities of interest to
come together and participate in local events, festivals and activities.

Action 3 of this strategy directs Council to:
Implement the outcomes of Council's current Community
Events Program Review, and develop a Council Festivals and
Events Program aligned with Council's strategic directions.
Investigate:
• Options for co-ordinating events across Council.
• Associated resources required, including staffing
levels, policies and procedures to be considered for
funding in 2012/2013.
3.4

Review of the Events Program – Sunset Series
Four Sunset Series events were presented in the 2011/2012 financial year,
funded from carry over funds from previous year’s programs, and the events
budget.
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•
•
•
•

Earthbeat
Jazz in the Park
BluesFest
Classics at Callan Park

At a meeting of interested Councillors on 29 May 2012 Sunset Series events
were discussed, following on from the resolution adopted in December 2011,
refer Resolution C695/11.
The meeting discussed four Sunset Series Concerts ideally to be delivered in
2012/13
o October 2012 Earth Beat
o November 2012 Jazz In The Park o February 2013 Blues Festival
o March 2013 Classics at Callan Park The Sunset Series program adopted in the 2012/13 Budget is as follows
• 7 October 2012 Earthbeat (First held 18 September 2011)
• 4 November 2012 Jazz in the Park (First held 16 October 2011)
The two Sunset Series not funded in the current budget are:
• Blues Festival – ( First held 25 March 2012)
• Classics at Callan Park – (First held 22 April 2012)
Since the adoption of the 2012-13 Budget, Council Officers have identified
some logistical and capacity constraints in respect of delivering the two
funded Sunset Series in October and November 2012. Sunset Series are
significant events requiring a solid lead time to determine program content,
and schedule artists, in addition to the operational logistical support and risk
management operations. As such, if a number of events requiring significant
artist and program planning are scheduled in any one year, they need to be
spread evenly across that year.
In order to spread out the Sunset Series across the year, it is proposed that
Council proceed to schedule the second Classics at Callan Park in March
2013, by reallocating funds currently scheduled for Earthbeat in October 2012.
•
•
•
•

There is capacity in the first quarter of 2013 to run another event (refer
Attachment 1 - Table 1).
Classics at Callan Park would be a suitable program to conduct in the
first quarter of next year that would build on the successful community
reception of the Sunset Series.
Classics at Callan Park requires a long lead in time for delivery and
work would need to commence as soon as possible to ensure the
continued success of this well-received program.
Should Council adopt this course of action, it is proposed that the
scheduling of the Sunset Series over the next 24 months be presented
in the forthcoming report to Council in December 2012 finalising the
review of Council’s Events Program.
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The Sunset Series Concerts have been well received by the community and
assist Council to deliver all five key objectives of the Community and Cultural
Plan.
3.5

Finalising the Review of Council’s Events Program
The final stage of the Community Events Review is being completed over the
next quarter with a report to be submitted to Council in December 2012.
This final stage is directed by Action 3 Strategy 1.1.3 of the Community and
Cultural Plan outlined in Section 3.2 above, and will develop a Leichhardt
Council Festival and Events Program with reference to:
•
•
•
•

resources required for each event including staffing and financial costs
the demographic that each event targets
locational spread throughout the Local Government Area
alignment with key objectives, strategies and actions of the Community
and Cultural Plan.

This review will also consider a Heritage Festival as proposed in November
2011 C649/11:
4. That Council note that the planned review of Community Events
adopted in the Community & Cultural Plan for 2012/13 will consider a
Heritage Festival.
As a precursor to finalising the review the following information has been
compiled showing:
•
•

Council’s Events Program funded by Community events budget and coordinated by Council’s Events Co-ordinator – Refer Table 1
Attachment 1
all events funded by Council and co-ordinated by Council or the
community – refer Table 2 Attachment 2

These tables give an indication of the call on Council’s resources to bring its
comprehensive program to the community. Also identified are the spread of
events across locations in the LGA, and throughout the year; as well as the
alignment of the current program with key objectives of the Community and
Cultural Plan.
3.6

Promoting Council and Community Events
Council has a strong commitment to supporting and promoting community
websites and social media initiatives to provide information for events across
the Leichhardt LGA. All Council events will be included on Council's website in
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keeping with Council's Customer Service Review priorities to engage and
inform our community online.
In addition Council’s 4 banner sites/spaces are available to promote and
inform the community of the diverse range of events presented by Council
and the wider community which have been outlined in this report.
The 4 banner sites/spaces include:
• across Norton St, Leichhardt (adjacent to Norton Plaza) - double-sided
• roadside at Victoria Rd, Rozelle (amenities block) - single-sided
• across Darling St, Rozelle (adjacent to Sackville Hotel) - double-sided
• across Darling St, Balmain (adjacent to Balmain Town Hall) - doublesided
Where required and appropriate, Council run events will be prioritised for
inclusion in Councils’ banner booking schedule and allocated space
accordingly. The schedule will also capture community events funded through
Council’s Community Events Grants Program that require banner space.
Council’s banner booking schedule will be prioritised as follows from 2013:
1. Reservations for Council priorities/resolutions:
1/3 of all doubled-sided sites/spaces will be reserved at any one time
for standard Council banners capable of being replaced with a banner
promoting a current issue.
2. Allocations for Council run events.
3. Allocations for community events funded through Council’s Community
Events Grants Program that require banner space.
4. Allocations to community groups and other external organisations:
expressions of interest from community groups and other external
organisations will be sought once the priorities outlined above have
been scheduled.
4.

Conclusion
Leichhardt Council offers a diverse range of Community events that appeal to
various demographics within the Leichhardt LGA. Reallocation of funding to
Classics in Callan Park will allow this popular event to be offered again in
2013. The final stage of the Community Events review will establish strategic
approaches to event delivery with a comprehensive program to be funded
through the 2013/2014 budget process.
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Attachment 1 – Table 1- Council’s Events Program 2012/2013
Funded by the Events Budget and run by Council’s Events Co-ordinator
Event Name

Event Series

Date

Year

Address

Suburb

Budget

Leichhardt - Your
Local Government

Local
Government
Week

12 &13 August

2012

Leichhardt Town Hall

Leichhardt

Funded from the
Community
Events Budget.

Community and Cultural Plan
Objectives
Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Developing Community Strengths
and Capabilities.

$2,000
Footprints Eco
Festival

Footprints
Series

26 August

2012

Whites Creek Valley
Park

Annandale Lilyfield

Funded from the
Community
Events Budget.
$20,000

Dad's Day OutChildren's Event

Council Event

2 September

2012

Balmain Rd Sporting
Field,
Callan Park

Rozelle

Funded from
Town Hall
Speakers Forum
carryovers
C45/12

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural
Life.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.
Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural
Life.

$15,300
Big Bike Day

NSW Bike Week

23 September

2012

War Memorial Park

Lilyfield

Funded from the
Community
Events Budget.

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.

$10,000
Earthbeat

Sunset Series

7 October

2012

Pioneers Memorial
Park Norton St

Leichhardt

Funded from the
Community
Events Budget
$20,000
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Event Name

Event Series

Date

Year

Address

Suburb

Budget

Jazz In The Park

Sunset Series

4 November

2012

Gladstone Park

Balmain

Funded from the
Community
Events Budget.

Community and Cultural Plan
Objectives
Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural
Life.

$20,000
Dawn Fraser
Baths Open Day

Dawn Fraser
Baths Open Day

December

2012

Dawn Fraser Baths

Balmain

Funded from the
Community
Events Budget.
$5,000

Anzac
Commemorative
Service

Anzac Day

April

2013

Loyalty Square

Balmain

Funded from
the Community
Events Budget.

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.

Promoting Health and
Wellbeing.

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.

$1,300
Volunteers
Recognition
Event

National
Volunteer
Week

May

2013

TBC

TBC

Funded from
the Community
Events Budget.

Connecting People to People.
Developing Community
Strengths and Capabilities.

$2,000
Fair Trade
Showcase

Fair Trade
Fortnight

May

2013

Loyalty Square

Balmain

Funded from
the Community
Events Budget.
$6,000
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Attachment 2 – Table 2 - All events funded by Council
Event Name

Event Series

Date

Leichhardt Your
Local
Government

Local
Government
Week 12 Aug
- 19 Aug

12 August

Footprints
Film
Festival

Footprints
Series

Footprints
Eco
Festival

Year

Address

Suburb

Coordinator

Budget

2012

Leichhardt
Town Hall

Leichhardt

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.

14 August

2012

The Forum

Leichhardt

Sustainability
Engagement
Officer

Environmental
Planning
Budget

Connecting People to Place.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Footprints
Series

26 August

2012

Whites
Creek
Valley Park

Annandale
Lilyfield

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.

Living Streets
Taylor
St,
Annandale

Living Streets

18 August

2012

Taylor St
Annandale

Annandale

Sustainability
Engagement
Officer (Living
Streets)

Environmental
Education
Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.

Dad's Day
Out

Council Event

2
September

2012

Callan Park

Rozelle

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events BudgetCarryovers from
Town Hall
Speakers
Forum

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Big Bike Day

NSW Bike
Week

23
September

2012

War
Memorial
Park

Lilyfield

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.

Earthbeat

Sunset Series

7 October

2012

Pioneers
Memorial
Park Norton
St

Leichhardt

Community Events
Coordinator

Funded from the
Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

$20,000
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Event Name

Event Series

Suburb

Coordinator

Norton St
Festa

Norton St
Festa

28 October

2012

Leichhardt

Leichhardt/Anna
ndale Business
Chambers

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Back to
Balmain

Back to
Balmain

28 October

2012

Balmain

Back To
Balmain
Committee

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.

Jazz In The
Park

Sunset Series

4 November

2012

Gladstone
Park

Balmain

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Dawn Fraser
Baths
Open Day

Dawn Fraser
Baths
Open Day

December

2012

Elkington
Park

Balmain

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.

Carols On
Norton

Leichhardt
Espresso
Chorus

December

2012

Pioneers
Memorial
Park

Leichhardt

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Pics in the
Park

Pics in the
Park

January

2013

Pioneers
Memorial
Park

Leichhardt

Community
Development
Officer (Youth
Focus)

Youth Program
Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Pics in the
Park

Pics in the
Park

February

2013

Mort Bay
Park

Balmain

Community
Development
Officer (Youth
Focus)

Youth Program
Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Pics in the
Park

Pics in
Park

February TBC

2013

Pioneers
Memorial
Park

Leichhardt

Community
Development
Officer (Youth
Focus)

Youth Program
Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

the

Date

Year

Address
Norton St

Elkington
Park

Musical Director
Leichhardt
Espresso Chorus
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Event Name

Event Series

Pics in the
Park

Pics in
Park

Youth Week
2013

the

Date

Year

Address

Suburb

Coordinator

Budget

Community and Cultural Plan Objectives

March - TBC

2013

Mort Bay
Park

Balmain

Community
Development
Officer (Youth
Focus)

Youth Program
Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Youth Week

TBC

2013

TBC

TBC

Community
Development
Officer (Youth
Focus)

Youth Program
Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting people to place.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.

Lost

Art Month

March

2013

TBC

TBC

Community
Development
Officer (Youth
Focus)

Community
Safety Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Youth Week

Youth
2013

March/April

2013

TBC

TBC

Community
Development
Officer (Youth
Focus)

Community
Safety Budget

Connecting People to People.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.

Anzac
Commemorat
ive
Service

Anzac Day

April

2013

Loyalty
Square

Balmain

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.

Fair Trade
Showcase

Fair Trade
Fortnight 5
May - 20 May

12 May

2013

Loyalty
Square

Balmain

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.

Site and
Sound

Site
Sound

April/May

2013

TBC

Various

Team Leader
Community &
Cultural
Planning

CCP Actions

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.

Volunteers
Recognition
Event

National
Volunteer
Week

May

2013

TBC

TBC

Community
Events
Coordinator

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.

Week

and
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Event Name

Event Series

Date

Year

Address

Suburb

Coordinator

Naidoc
Celebrations

Naidoc

July

2013

TBC

TBC

Aboriginal
Programs
Officer

Arts
Cultural
Programs
Budget

Playground/
Park
Openings

Playground
Openings

Various

2012/
2013

TBC

Various

Parks and Open
Space Planner

Various

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.

Treading
Lightly

Treading
Lightly
Series

Various

2012/
2013

TBC

Various

Sustainability
Engagement
Officer

Environment
Education
Budget

Connecting People to People.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.

Community
Events

Community
Events
Grants

Various

2012/
2013

Various

Various

Program
Director

Community
Events Budget

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.
Promoting Health and Wellbeing.
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Community and Cultural Plan Objectives
and

Connecting People to People.
Connecting People to Place.
Developing Community Strengths and
Capabilities.
Enlivening the Arts and Cultural Life.
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DIRECTOR’S SUMMARY - ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications:

Unknown financial impact on ratepayers due to lack of
financial modelling in NSW Government discussion
paper. Possible transfer of state revenue collection
responsibilities to local councils.

Policy Implications:

Change to NSW Government policy on financing
emergency services

Strategic Plan Objective:

Sustainable Services and Assets

Staffing Implications:

If responsibility for collection of the revenue is imposed
on local government additional staffing costs will be
incurred.

Notifications:

Submission to NSW Government

Other Implications:

Nil
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1.

Purpose of Report
To advise Council of a discussion paper from the NSW Government seeking
feedback on proposals for changing the current funding model for emergency
services in NSW.

2.

Recommendations
That Council make a submission on the proposed changes to the funding of
emergency services and advise the NSW Government that:
a)

A further discussion paper including detailed modelling of the various
options for the funding of emergency services is necessary to enable
informed consideration by councils and the community. Until this
detailed modelling is provided by the NSW Government, the
distributional consequences of the funding changes are unknown
and it is therefore not possible to form a view as to the impacts on
the Leichhardt local government area. Nor is it possible to assess
which of the various funding options (such as a fixed or ad valorem
levy, application of different tax rates in different regions or for
different types of properties) would be most appropriate.

b)

Should the NSW Government proceed to implement a new
emergency services funding system, any property based levy should
be collected by the Office of State Revenue as:
• expenditure and revenue collection by the same level of
government provides transparency and control on expenditure
growth
• collection of state revenue by local government would lead to
confusion and the high likelihood that ratepayers would see the
emergency services levy as an increased cost of local
government
• collection by the Office of State Revenue as a single entity (as
opposed to more than 150 different councils) would provide
uniformity of collection and enforcement, consistent standards
and policies and a central point for enquiries
• centralised collection would enable the use of a single computer
system
and
e-commerce/website
facilities,
centralised
procedures, staff training and management.
• collection by the many individual councils would result in much
duplication of effort, modification of many different computer
systems, development of new processes and procedures,
duplicated training of staff, promotion and education programs,
and additional cost to local government.

c)

Should the NSW Government proceed to implement a new
emergency services funding system and legislate that local
government is the collection agency, it should be on the basis that:
• the emergency services levy is not merely included as an item on
the existing rates notice, but is invoiced by Councils on a
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•
•
•

3.

separate NSW Government branded notice to ensure there is
transparency in the new levy
the full costs and overheads associated with administering the
additional functions are reimbursed to Councils
council rates are given priority where a property owner did not
pay the full amount of the rates and emergency services bill
councils do not bear the risk of non payment

Report
The NSW Government has provided a discussion paper seeking public
consultation on how emergency services in NSW should be funded in the
future. The full discussion paper is attached and can also be viewed and
feedback provided at www.haveyoursay.nsw.gov.au . Submissions close on 8
October 2012.
The emergency services include Fire and Rescue NSW (FRNSW), the Rural
Fire Service (NSW RFS) and the NSW State Emergency Services (NSW
SES).
The current funding for emergency services is $1.013 billion and based on:
• the insurance industry contributing 73.7% ($763 million) via insurance
premiums;
• local government contributing 11.7% ($111 million) and
• the State Government contributing 14.6% ($139 million) from
consolidated revenue.
Leichhardt Council currently contributes approximately $1.1 million per annum
to the cost of the emergency services.
The NSW Government’s discussion paper on emergency services has raised
a number of issues that it is seeks input on.
The proposed funding model being discussed is a property based levy which
will require all property owners to contribute (not only those that have
insurance). The discussion paper identifies a range of benefits for this
approach, including that:
•

•

the current system is inefficient and discourages people taking out
insurance, and is unfair as a large proportion of the emergency
services levy is only paid by people with insurance.
a property based levy would be fairer and more transparent as all
households and businesses would contribute, and is a more efficient
form of taxation than a tax on insurance.

A range of options for how a property levy could be calculated across property
classes (residential, commercial, rural) and between different parts of NSW
are outlined at a high level. The discussion paper seeks input on these issues
however detailed modelling is not provided. Unless modelling of the various
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options is provided by the NSW Government, the distributional consequences
of the funding changes are unknown and it is therefore not possible to form a
view as to the impacts on the Leichhardt local government area. Nor is it
possible to assess which of the various funding options (such as a fixed or ad
valorem levy, application of different tax rates in different regions or for
different types of properties) would be most appropriate.
The discussion paper provides a simple example of the possible cost of the
emergency services levy if it was charged equally to all rateable land across
the state on an ad valorem basis. In order to raise $1.013 billion, the ad
valorem rate would be $1.07 per $1,000 of land value. The impact would be
as follows:
NSW Median value of residential land in metropolitan areas $280,000
– emergency services levy $300 pa per property
NSW Median value of residential land in all other areas $144,000
– emergency services levy $154 pa per property
Leichhardt LGA Median value of residential land $520,000
– emergency services levy $556 pa per property
Leichhardt LGA Highest residential land value $5,430,000
– emergency services levy $5,810 pa per property
Leichhardt LGA Lowest value of residential land (strata) $22,050
– emergency services levy $24 pa per property
It can be seen that if an ad valorem levy was applied equally across the state,
Leichhardt residents would be paying significantly more for emergency
services than other areas due to the higher property values. Similarly, within
the Leichhardt local government area there would be a large variation in the
levy between low and high value properties.
Alternative approaches are mentioned in the discussion paper such as a fixed
amount per property, a combination of a fixed and proportional amount, and
the possibility of a maximum levy amount. It is also indicated that the costs of
the service may be broken up into different sectors both within metropolitan
areas and between metropolitan and country areas. As modelling of these
options is not provided, it is very difficult to form a view on the merits of the
various approaches.
An issue of major consequence for local government is the proposal for
councils to administer the property based emergency services levy. The
discussion paper states that:
“Local governments collect council rates, which are levied on land values. They
have established systems for billing, collection of rates and collection of debts. It
would be relatively straightforward for local governments to include a notice of a
property based emergency services levy on council rates assessment notices. A
period of adjustment would be required in order for councils to implement
changed systems. Councils might also require compensation for the
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administrative cost of collecting and passing on the charge and if they were
made responsible for collecting bad debts.
The Office of State Revenue is the State’s primary tax collection agency,
collecting land tax, payroll tax, and stamp duties, for example. However, it does
not have an existing system for issuing tax assessment notices to all properties
in the State. Land tax assessments are only sent to around 150,000 land owners
each year, while there are over 3 million individual properties in the State.
Land tax is assessed only on total holdings of more than $387,000 of land, and is
not paid in respect of principal places of residence, farming properties or
retirement villages. Issuing around 3 million assessments for a new property levy
would require a significant administrative investment for the Office of State
Revenue.”

There is no evidence provided as to why it would be “relatively
straightforward” for local government to administer the levy, yet if the Office of
State revenue undertook the task it “would require a significant administrative
investment”.
There are many reasons why any property based levy should be collected by
the Office of State Revenue including:
• expenditure and revenue collection by the same level of
government provides transparency and control on expenditure
growth
• collection of state revenue by local government would lead to
confusion and the high likelihood that ratepayers would see the
emergency services levy as an increased cost of local
government
• collection by the Office of State Revenue as a single entity (as
opposed to more than 150 different councils) would provide
uniformity of collection and enforcement, consistent standards
and policies and a central point for enquiries
• centralised collection would enable the use of a single computer
system
and
e-commerce/website
facilities,
centralised
procedures, staff training and management.
• collection by the many individual Councils would much
duplication of effort, modification of many different computer
systems, development of new processes and procedures,
duplicated training of staff, promotion and education programs,
and additional cost to local government.
Should NSW Government proceed to implement a new emergency services
funding system and legislate that local government is the collection agency,
there should be protections built in for Councils including that:
• the emergency services levy should not merely be included as an
item on the existing rates notice, but should be invoiced by
Councils on a separate NSW Government branded notice to
ensure there is transparency in the new levy
• the full costs and overheads associated with administering the
additional functions are reimbursed to Councils
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•
•

4.

Council rates are given priority where a property owner did not
pay the full amount of the rates and emergency services bill
Councils do not bear the risk of non payment

Conclusion
The NSW Government is proposing that the funding model for emergency
services in NSW be changed from the current approach derived from
insurance companies and contributions from local and state government, to a
property based levy. It is also proposed that councils administer and collect
the emergency services levy via their annual rates.
While there may be good reasons, in principle, for changing to a property
based emergency services levy, until a further discussion paper is provided
with detailed modelling on the various options, the distributional
consequences of the funding changes are unknown and it is therefore not
possible to form a view as to the impacts on the Leichhardt local government
area.
If a property based emergency services levy is introduced and it is collected
by local government, it is highly likely that ratepayers would view it as an
increased cost of local government. Such a levy should be collected by the
Office of State Revenue as this would be more transparent, control
expenditure growth (as the same level of government would be responsible
for both revenue and expenditure), and would provide uniformity and
efficiency via centralised collection and enforcement.
If local government is forced to collect the revenue on behalf of the NSW
Government, the emergency services levy should not merely be included as
an item on the existing rates notice, but should be invoiced by Councils on a
separate NSW Government branded notice to ensure there is transparency in
the new levy. In addition, the costs associated with the administration of the
emergency services must be fully reimbursed and the various financial risks
should not be transferred to local government.
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DIRECTOR’S SUMMARY - ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications:

Council has allocated $300,000 toward parking
management improvements in the 2012/13
financial year

Policy Implications:

Nil

Strategic Plan Objective:

2.3 Accessibility

Staffing Implications:

Nil

Notifications:

Nil

Other Implications:

Nil
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1.

Purpose of Report
To advise Council on the implementation strategy of a 3 month trial of parking
meters configured to provide ‘free 30 minute parking’ and options for a
broader trial of 30 minute free parking for local residents only.

2.

Recommendations
1. That Council proceed with Option 2 and trial 30 minute free parking for
a period of 3 months in the following locations:
o Norton Street, Leichhardt from Marion Street to Macauley Street
excluding the Loading Zone near Short Street and the 15 minute
free space outside Civic Video. (7 Parking Meters).
o Darling Street, Rozelle from National Street to Beattie / Wise
Streets excluding the proposed Loading Zones outside of 639 –
641 Darling Street and 605 Darling Street. (9 Parking Meters).
o Darling Street, Balmain from Rowntree / Montague Streets to
Mort / Beattie Streets excluding the proposed Loading Zone
between College Street and Mort Street. (9 parking meters).
2. That the results of the trial be included in the parking strategy report to
be brought back to the November Council Meeting.

3.

Report
At the Council Meeting held on 24th July 2012, Council resolved as follows:
“That a report be brought back to the next meeting on the implementation of a
three month trial of 25 parking meters to provide ‘free 30 minute parking’ after
consulting the Chamber of Commerce and to test the impact of the 30 minute
free parking.
The report include options for a broader trial of 30 minute free parking for local
residents only.
That cost of the trial be taken from the $300,000 parking scheme modification
fund.”

3.1

30 Minute Free Parking Trial
Council has met with representatives from the Balmain-Rozelle Chamber of
Commerce and the Leichhardt – Annandale Chamber of Commerce. It was
agreed at the meeting that a continual section of mainstreet parking be
dedicated to the 30 minute free parking trial in order to assess the behaviour
of shoppers and allow each Chamber of Commerce to promote a specific
area for the 30 minute free parking trial.
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It is important to note that there are some existing and proposed Loading
Zones along each mainstreet so it is proposed that the 30 minute trial exclude
these meters in order to accurately assess the impact of the trial.
30 Minute Free Parking Trial - Option One
The Leichhardt – Annandale Chamber of Commerce suggested that all
meters on Norton Street from Marion Street to Allen Street be made 30
minute free. This section includes 12 meters excluding the existing Loading
Zone near Short Street.
The Balmain-Rozelle Chamber of Commerce initially stated that all the meters
in the section of Darling Street, Rozelle from Victoria Road to Wise / Beattie
Streets should be made 30 minute free. This section includes 10 meters
excluding the proposed Loading Zones outside of 639 – 641 Darling Street
and 605 Darling Street.
The Balmain-Rozelle Chamber of Commerce later suggested that the trial
should involve all meters along Darling Street, Balmain and Rozelle but only
on Monday to Friday. This would involve more meters than what was resolved
at the July Ordinary Meeting and could have a financial impact greater than
what has been budgeted for.
Therefore, this report is considering options for the trial on 25 parking meters
which is consistent with the July Council resolution.
30 Minute Free Trial Option Two
Council’s previous approach to the roll out of 15 minute free parking was to
provide an equal balance across all three shopping centres. This option would
also allow the trial to see if there are any differences in parking behaviours
associated with the different mix of businesses across each shopping centre.
It is therefore proposed for Option Two to slightly reduce the amount of 30
minute free parking that was proposed for Rozelle and Leichhardt under
Option One in order to provide 30 minute free parking in Balmain as well.
It is proposed to provide the 30 minute free parking trial on 7 parking meters
(26 parking spaces) along Norton Street from Marion Street to Macauley
Street and leaving the existing Loading Zone near the corner of Short Street.
There are also 30 parking spaces that will still be 15 minute free during the
trial.
The difference from Option One involves the removal of five meters from the
trial which leaves two fifteen minute free parking meters in the section
between Macauley and Allen Streets, one 15 minute free meter outside Civic
Video and two other meters in front of residential properties between Allen
Street and Civic Video which would have made it harder for residents to park
in the area and this area also allows permit parking which would impact on the
accurate assessment of the trial.
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For Rozelle, it is proposed to provide 30 minute free parking on 9 parking
meters (44 parking spaces) along Darling Street from National Street to
Beattie / Wise Streets excluding the proposed Loading Zones outside of 639 –
641 Darling Street and 605 Darling Street. The only difference from Option
One is the removal of one 15 minute free meter from the trial near the corner
of Victoria Road which has AM peak and PM peak ‘No Stopping’ restrictions
which would have impacted on the assessment of the trial.
In Balmain, it is proposed to provide the 30 minute free parking trial on all
parking meters along Darling Street from Montague / Rowntree Streets to
Mort / Beattie Streets excluding the proposed Loading Zone between Mort
and College Streets. (9 meters and 46 parking spaces).
3.2

Parking Survey
Council has engaged the services of Parking & Traffic Consultants to
undertake the parking study of the local shopping precincts. The study will
involve parking occupancy and turnover surveys, review of parking meter
data, review of enforcement data and collection of shopper surveys. There
will also be an analysis of the 30 minute free parking trial with turnover,
occupancy and shopper surveys to be undertaken before and during the trial.
This information will be collated into a report that will be presented to the
November Budget and Parking Management Taskforce Meeting.
The report will also confirm current parking occupancies in all shopping areas
and consider if any parking management changes are required such as
additional 15 minute free, continuation of the 30 minute trial and any changes
to current tariffs.
The proposed parking study is quite comprehensive and provides the
opportunity to get a correlation between the parking meter data and on street
parking surveys which could reduce the need for as many on street parking
surveys in the future. The cost of the survey was originally estimated at
$40,000; however, after seeking prices from a number of reputable parking
consultancies the cost of the study is $60,000 and will be funded from the
parking meter budget.
The timetable for the parking study and 30 minute trial is as follows:
o Initial pre 30 minute mainstreet 15 minute free surveys to be undertaken in
August
o Install 30 minute trial 1st week of September
o Main parking survey to be undertaken in September/October
o Presentation to Budget and Parking Management Taskforce in November
to present consultant’s findings
o Report to 27th November Council meeting
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3.3

30 Minute Free Parking for Local Residents Only
Council also resolved to consider options to offer 30 minute free parking for
local residents only.
Currently residents with parking permits are not permitted to park on the
mainstreets unless they are a pensioner, have a loading permit for a business
or have a RMS Mobility Parking Permit.
However, residents and businesses that reside within the existing metered
areas by displaying an appropriate “Authorised Area” parking permit can park
in the side streets restricted with Permit Parking Schemes, including those
with “Ticket” parking. These parking spaces are heavily occupied with an
average of 80% vehicles with permits.
If Council were to consider 30 minute free parking tickets combined with a
permit for residents only, this would create confusion for both residents and
visitors. Residents would need both a permit and a 30 minute free ticket and
visitors could obtain a 30 minute free ticket and still get fined as they would
not have a permit. This would make the scheme unenforceable.
The current RMS “Permit Parking” manual advises parking authorities that
“the number of permits to be issued for an area should not exceed the number
of available on-street parking spaces in the area”.
There are
approximately 24,000 properties in the LGA and less than 100 parking spaces
on each mainstreet for Balmain, Rozelle and Leichhardt.
The proposal was also forwarded to the RMS Policy and Guidelines
representative who advised as follows:
“RMS would not support this proposal. Firstly it is discriminatory. Public
streets are just that, they are not for the exclusive use of residents. Permits
are intended to ensure residents are not disadvantaged when councils
introduce parking restrictions in the vicinity of the residents property and they
have no off-street options.”
Consequently, the proposal cannot be supported for on-street parking.
It is noted that other Councils issue permits for all residents do so in off street
car parks. For example both Mosman and Waverley Councils issue
Foreshore Parking Stickers and Permits for their off street parking areas (i.e.
car parks) to allow their residents to park free of charge with at least with one
free permit (Mosman Council) being issued and charges applying to
subsequent permits. Waverley Council charges a discounted rate for its
permit to eligible residents. However, this is not applicable to Leichhardt
Council as Council doesn’t charge for parking in its off street car parks.
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DIRECTOR’S SUMMARY - ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications:

Nil

Policy Implications:

Nil

Strategic Plan Objective:

Sustainable Services and Assets

Staffing Implications:

Nil

Notifications:

Nil

Other Implications:

Nil
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1.

Purpose of Report
To present to Council the minutes of the Internal Audit Committee held on 13
August 2012.

2.

Recommendation
That Council adopt the minutes and recommendations of Internal Audit
Committee / Audit and Risk Committee held on 13 August 2012.

3.

Report
The minutes of Internal Audit Committee held on 13 August 2012 are
attached.
It should be noted that one of the recommendations is to change the name of
the Internal Audit Committee to the “Audit and Risk Committee”. This change
is to better reflect the responsibilities of the Committee as set out in the
Charter (also attached to the minutes), which includes oversight and review of
risk management, external audit, other external accountabilities and legislative
compliance, as well as internal audit.

4.

Summary
A meeting of the Internal Audit Committee / Audit and Risk Committee was
held on 13 August 2012. The minutes are attached.
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LEICHHARDT MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
Minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee of Leichhardt Municipal Council held in
the Level 3 Meeting Room on 13 August 2012.
Present at the
commencement of
the meeting:

Phillip Burgett (Chair and Independent Member)
Brian Ward (Independent Member)

Staff Present:

General Manager, Director Corporate & Information
Services, Manager Financial Services, Manager
Employee Services, Internal Auditor

Meeting Commenced:

5.45pm

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY:
Council acknowledges the Gadigal and Wangal people of the Eora nation on whose
land this meeting is taking place.
•

ITEM 1 - OPEN MEETING AND WELCOME ATTENDEES

The Chair opened the meeting and welcomed attendees.
•

ITEM 2 - APOLOGIES

ARC 1/12
1.

RECOMMENDED BURGETT/WARD

That apologies be accepted for the absence of Cr Daniel Kogoy.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

•

ITEM 3 - DECLARATION
OF
PECUNIARY
AND
NON-PECUNIARY
INTERESTS RELATED TO THE BUSINESS OF THE MEETING
Nil

•

ITEM 4 - INTERNAL AUDIT COMMITTEE CHARTER

ARC 2/12
1.

RECOMMENDED BURGETT/WARD

That the draft Internal Audit Committee Charter be endorsed by the
Committee and adopted by Council with the following change:
a.

The Committee name be changed to the “Audit and Risk Committee”.
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2.

That further information be provided to the Committee as follows:
a) a summary of Council’s Integrated Planning and Reporting framework, with
the 2012/13 quarterly reports provided to future Committee meetings
b) a copy of Council’s risk register
c) a report be provided on the development of key performance indicators for
the internal audit function
d) a report be provided on a system for monitoring compliance with relevant
laws and regulations
e) a report be provided on the introduction of a standing agenda item for the
Committee on the ongoing review and implementation of developments in
legislation, regulations, DLG Circulars and State Government reports and
recommendations where they may be relevant to the effective operation of the
Audit Committee.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(Note: a copy of the Audit and Risk Committee Charter as modified is attached to
the minutes).
•

ITEM 5 - INTERNAL AUDIT CHARTER

ARC 3/12

RECOMMENDED BURGETT/WARD

That the draft Internal Audit Charter be endorsed by the Committee and adopted by
Council subject to the following:
1.

Clause 12 be modified such that any adjustment to the Internal Audit Plan as
a result of a special request from management must be approved in advance
by the Committee Chair and formally reported to the next meeting of the
Committee.

2.

Clause 15 be modified to include the additional requirement for the Internal
Auditor to make recommendations to the Committee for any changes to the
Charter, and that the Internal Audit Charter will be reviewed at least every 2
years.

3.

In relation to Clause 16 the Committee noted that the Internal Audit
arrangements had been in place for some 4.5 years and that the requirements
for an independent quality review be considered by the Committee in 12
months.

4.

Include the “to be reviewed by date” on the footer of both the Audit and Risk
Committee Charter and the Internal Audit Charter.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(Note: a copy of the Internal Audit Charter as modified is attached to the minutes).
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•

ITEM 6 - REVIEW OF INDEPENDENT COMMITTEE MEMBERS’ FEES

ARC 4/12
1.

RECOMMENDED BURGETT/WARD

That the process and timeline for reviewing the fees for independent members
of the Internal Audit Committee be endorsed by the Committee and adopted
by Council as follows:
•

•

A review of fees for independent members be undertaken by the Manager
Employee Services in December 2012 that will consider:
o Advice from the Independent Members as to the time required to
prepare for and attend meetings, and any other costs incurred.
o A comparison of fees for Independent Members at other local
councils.
o A mechanism for an annual review of fees, such as by
automatically escalation in accordance with the percentage
determined by the Local Government Remuneration Tribunal as
applicable for Leichhardt Councillors.
After consulting with the Independent Members, recommendations from
the fees review to be presented to Council for consideration and
determination at the Ordinary Meeting in February 2013.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
•

ITEM 7 - 2012 FINANCIAL REPORT – COMMITTEE ROLE

ARC 5/12

RECOMMENDED BURGETT/WARD

1.

That the report be received and noted.

2.

That a special Committee Meeting, dedicated to the consideration of the
2011/12 Financial Report and Independent Audit Reports be held at 5.30 pm
on Wednesday 10 October 2012, subject to confirmation of the availability of
the External Auditor to attend the meeting.

3.

That the Agenda for the meeting include consideration of:
a.
2011/12 Financial Report/Financial Statements
b.
Independent Audit Report on the 2011/12 General Purpose Financial
Report
c.
Independent Audit Report on the Conduct of the 2011/12 Audit
d.
Statement by Management in accordance with s.413(2)(c) of the Local
Government Act 1993

4.

That a copy of the draft Financial Report/Statements be provided to the
Committee members as soon as it is provided to the External Auditor.

5.

That the External Audit terms of engagement for the 2011/12 financial year be
provided to the Committee.
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CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
•

ITEM 8 - EXTERNAL AUDIT – 2012/13 CONDUCT OF AUDIT

ARC 6/12

RECOMMENDED BURGETT/WARD

1.

That the report be received and noted.

2.

That an agenda item at the October Committee meeting be included to
consider the External Audit Plan for the 2012/13 financial year.

3.

That the Committee be provided with a copy of the 2011/12 Management
Letters from the External Auditor.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

•

ITEM 9 - POLICY REGISTER – RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN

ARC 7/12

RECOMMENDED

1.

That the report be received and noted.

2.

That a further report be provided to address the timelines and responsibilities
for the future development of Council’s risk framework, including the eight
actions identified in the report.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

•

ITEM 10 - INTERNAL AUDIT – 2012/15 PROPOSED WORK PLAN

ARC 8/12

RECOMMENDED

1.

That the report be received and noted.

2.

That the Committee be provided with soft and hard copies of the Risk
Register.

3.

That management review the inclusion of parking fines reconciliations as part
of the internal audit program and report back to the committee in future
reviews of the Internal Audit Plan to consider any audit independence conflicts
with operational responsibility for the task

4.

For all audits commenced by the Internal Auditor following the inaugural
meeting of the Committee, the Committee is to be provided with:
a.
Copies of agreed internal audit review plans, including
objectives and scope, out of session for information purposes.
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b.
c.

Final
audit
reports
(complete
reports)
including
recommendations, management responses and proposed
remedial actions.
A table of management actions to address each internal audit
report’s recommendations including responsible officers and
timelines, to be compiled and reviewed at subsequent
Committee meetings.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
•

ITEM 11 - INTERNAL AUDIT – STRUCTURE AND PROTOCOLS

ARC 9/12

RECOMMENDED

1.

That the report be received and noted.

2.

That a report be provided on details of the 2012-’13 budget for internal audit,
external audit and Audit and Risk Committee.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

•

ITEM 12 - OTHER BUSINESS

ARC 10/12
1.

RECOMMENDED

That the draft Internal Audit Charter be modified to specify that draft Minutes
of Committee meetings be prepared and sent to the Chair within five working
days (one week) of a Committee meeting.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

•

ITEM 13 - OTHER ACTIONS ARISING FROM THE MEETING

Nil
•

ITEM 14 - CONFIRMATION OF MEETING DATES AND MEETING DETAILS

ARC 11/12
1.

RECOMMENDED

That the agenda for the October Committee meeting include consideration of
future meeting dates.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Meeting closed at 7.58 pm.
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Signed as a true record of the meeting in accordance with a resolution of the
Audit & Risk Committee

______________________________
Phillip Burgett
Chairman
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DRAFT AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE CHARTER
1. Objective
The objective of the Audit and Risk Committee (Committee) is to provide independent
assurance and assistance to the Leichhardt Council on risk management, control,
governance, and external accountability responsibilities.
2. Authority
The Council authorises the Committee, within the scope of its role and responsibilities, to:
Obtain any information it needs from any employee or external party (subject to their legal
obligations to protect information).
Discuss any matters with the external auditor or other external parties (subject to
confidentiality considerations).
Request the attendance of any employee or Councillor at Committee meetings.

3. Composition and Tenure
The Committee will consist of:
3.1 Members (voting)
One Councillor (not being the Mayor)
One Independent external member (not a member of the Council)
One Independent external member Chairperson (not a member of the Council)
3.2 Attendee (non-voting)
General Manager
Internal Auditor
Chief Financial Officer
3.3 Invitees (non-voting) for specific Agenda items
Representatives of the external auditor.
Other officers may attend by invitation as requested by the Committee.
The independent external members will be appointed for three years, after which they may
be eligible for extension or re-appointment, at the discretion of Council.
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The members of the Committee, taken collectively, will have a broad range of skills and
experience relevant to the operations of Leichhardt Council. At least one member of the
Committee shall have accounting or related financial management experience, with
understanding of accounting and auditing standards in a public sector environment.
The Independent Members should have the following qualifications and experience:
o Knowledge of local government
o Strong communication skills
o High levels of personal integrity and ethics
o Sufficient time available to devote to their responsibilities as a Committee
member
o High levels of financial literacy and, if possible accounting, financial, legal
compliance and/or risk management experience
o Not be representative of a particular area of Council or have any conflicts of
interest
o Be independent and be seen to be independent
4. Role and Responsibilities
The Committee has no executive powers, except those expressly provided by the Council.
In carrying out its responsibilities, the Committee must at all times recognise that primary
responsibility for management of Council rests with the Council and the General Manager as
defined by the Local Government Act.
The responsibilities of the Committee may be revised or expanded by the Council from time
to time. The Committee’s responsibilities are:
4.1 Risk Management
Review whether management has in place a current and comprehensive risk management
framework, and associated procedures for effective identification and management of
business and financial risks, including fraud.
Review whether a sound and effective approach has been followed in developing strategic
risk management plans for major projects or undertakings.
Review the impact of the risk management framework on its control environment and
insurance arrangements, and
Review whether a sound and effective approach has been followed in establishing business
continuity planning arrangements, including whether plans have been tested periodically.
4.2 Control Framework
Review whether management has adequate internal controls in place, including over
external parties such as contractors and advisors.
Review whether management has in place relevant policies and procedures, and these are
periodically reviewed and updated.
Progressively review whether appropriate processes are in place to assess whether policies
and procedures are complied with.
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Review whether appropriate policies and procedures are in place for the management and
exercise of delegations. and
Review whether management has taken steps to embed a culture which is committed to
ethical and lawful behaviour.
4.3 External Accountability
Satisfy itself the annual financial reports comply with applicable Australian Accounting
Standards and supported by appropriate management sign-off on the statements and the
adequacy of internal controls.
Review the external audit opinion, including whether appropriate action has been taken in
response to audit recommendations and adjustments.
To consider contentious financial reporting matters in conjunction with council’s
management and external auditors.
Review the processes in place designed to ensure financial information included in the
annual report is consistent with the signed financial statements.
Satisfy itself there are appropriate mechanisms in place to review and implement, where
appropriate, relevant State Government reports and recommendations.
Satisfy itself there is a performance management framework linked to organisational
objectives and outcomes.
4.4 Legislative Compliance
Determine whether management has appropriately considered legal and compliance risks as
part of risk assessment and management arrangements.
Review the effectiveness of the system for monitoring compliance with relevant laws,
regulations and associated government policies.
4.5 Internal Audit
Act as a forum for communication between the Council, General Manager, senior
management, internal audit and external audit.
Review the internal audit coverage and Internal Audit Plan, ensure the plan has considered
the Risk Management Plan, and approve the plan.
Consider the adequacy of internal audit resources to carry out its responsibilities, including
completion of the approved Internal Audit Plan.
Review all audit reports and consider significant issues identified in audit reports and action
taken on issues raised, including identification and dissemination of better practices.
Monitor the implementation of internal audit recommendations by management.
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Periodically review the Internal Audit Charter to ensure appropriate organisational structures,
authority, access and reporting arrangements are in place.
Periodically review the performance of Internal Audit.
4.6 External Audit
Act as a forum for communication between the Council, General Manager, senior
management, internal audit and external audit.
Provide input and feedback on the financial statement and performance audit coverage
proposed by external audit, and provide feedback on the external audit services provided.
Review all external plans and reports in respect of planned or completed external audits, and
monitor the implementation of audit recommendations by management.
Consider significant issues raised in relevant external audit reports and better practice
guides, and ensure appropriate action is taken.
4.7 Responsibilities of Members
Members of the Committee are expected to:
Understand the relevant legislative and regulatory requirements appropriate to Leichhardt
Council.
Contribute the time needed to study and understand the papers provided.
Apply good analytical skills, objectivity and good judgment.
Express opinions frankly, ask questions that go to the fundamental core of issues, and
pursue independent lines of enquiry.
5. Reporting
At the first Committee meeting after 30 June each year, Internal Audit will provide a
performance report of:
The performance of Internal Audit for the financial year as measured against agreed key
performance indicators.
The approved Internal Audit Plan of work for the previous financial year showing the current
status of each audit.
The Committee may, at any time, consider any other matter it deems of sufficient importance
to do so.
The Committee will report regularly, and at least annually, to the governing body of Council
on the management of risk and internal controls.
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6. Administrative arrangements
6.1 Meetings
The Committee will meet four times per year. One of the scheduled meetings must include
review and endorsement of the annual audited financial reports and external audit opinion.
An additional two meetings a year may be held for urgent matters that can not wait until the
next scheduled meeting. The need for any additional meetings will be decided by the Chair
of the Committee, though other Committee members may make requests to the Chair for
additional meetings.
A forward meeting plan, including meeting dates and agenda items, will be agreed by the
Committee each year.
6.2 Attendance at Meetings and Quorums
A quorum will consist of a majority of Committee members, including at least one
independent member. Meetings must be held in person and the Committee member can not
send another person to represent them in their absence.
The Internal Auditor and the Chief Finance Officer will be invited to attend each meeting
unless requested not to do so by the Chair of the Committee. The Committee may also
request any other employees to participate for certain agenda items, as well as the external
auditor.
The General Manager may attend each meeting but will permit the Committee to meet
separately with the Internal Auditor and the External Auditor in the absence of management
on at least one occasion per year.
6.3 Secretariat
The Committee has appointed the Internal Auditor to be responsible for ensuring that the
Committee has adequate secretariat support. The Secretariat will ensure the agenda for
each meeting and supporting papers are circulated at least one week before the meeting,
and will ensure minutes of the meetings are prepared and maintained. Draft minutes shall
be provided to the Chair within five working days (one week) of the meeting. Minutes will be
approved by the Chair and circulated to each member within three weeks of the meeting
being held.
6.4 Conflict of Interests
Councillors, council staff and members of Council committees must comply with the
applicable provisions of Council’s code of conduct in carrying out the functions as council
officials. It is the personal responsibility of council officials to comply with the standards in
the code of conduct and regularly review their personal circumstances with this in mind.
Committee members must declare any conflict of interests at the start of each meeting or
before discussion of a relevant agenda item or topic. Details of any conflicts of interest
should be appropriately minuted.
Where members or invitees at Committee meetings are deemed to have a real or perceived
conflict of interest, it may be appropriate they be excused from Committee deliberations on
the issue where the conflict of interest may exist. The final arbiter of such a decision is the
Chair of the Committee.
6.5 Access to Internal Audit Information
Internal audit reports and related information is intended for internal use only. Where audit
findings are useful to other areas of Council, internal audit may share this information on a
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limited basis. Internal audit information will be shared with Council's external auditor to assist
them in the course of their work.
Internal Audit information is provided to staff and members of Council’s Audit and Risk
Committee on a confidential basis. Staff and Committee members will not make public or
disclose information from Internal Audit reports or meetings, other than via formal reporting
mechanisms to Council including Committee minutes.
Councillors shall have access to the minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee, which will be
reported to Council on a regular basis. The minutes will generally be reported to an open
meeting of Council, however if the General Manager considers that public disclosure of the
minutes would prejudice the effectiveness of the audit process or Council’s ability to obtain
information in similar circumstances in the future, or that the information is otherwise
confidential, the relevant minutes will be reported to Council’s confidential Committee of the
Whole.
Requests for access to Internal Audit Information will be assessed on a case by case basis
in accordance with Council’s obligations under the Government Information (Public Access)
Act 2009.
6.6 Induction
New members will receive relevant information and briefings on their appointment to assist
them to meet their Committee responsibilities.
6.7 Assessment Arrangements
The Chair of the Committee will initiate a review of the performance of the Committee at
least once every two years. The review will be conducted on a self-assessment basis
(unless otherwise determined by the Chair), with appropriate input from management and
any other relevant stakeholders, as determined by the Chair.
6.8 Review of Audit and Risk Committee Charter
At least once every two years the Audit and Risk Committee will review this Audit and Risk
Committee Charter.

Audit and Risk Committee Charter Approved:

Audit and Risk Committee Meeting 13
August 2012
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DRAFT INTERNAL AUDIT CHARTER
The mission of internal auditing is to provide an independent, objective assurance and
consulting activity designed to add value and improve an organisation’s operations. It helps
an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to
evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control and governance
processes.
Internal Audit at Leichhardt Council is managed by the Internal Auditor who is designated
Internal Auditor within the organisation. The Internal Auditor is the top position within an
organisation for internal audit activities as defined in The International Standards for the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing (Standards) issued by the Institute of Internal
Auditors.
1.

Introduction

This Internal Audit Charter is a formal statement of purpose, authority and responsibility for
an internal auditing function within Leichhardt Council.
• It establishes Internal Audit within Leichhardt Council and recognises the
importance of such an independent and objective service to the organisation.
• It outlines the legal and operational framework under which Internal Audit will
operate.
• It authorises the Internal Auditor to promote and direct a broad range of
internal audits across Leichhardt Council and, where permitted, external
bodies.
2.

Role and Authority

The Internal Auditor is authorised to direct a comprehensive program of internal audit work in
the form of reviews, consultancy advice, evaluations, appraisals, assessments and
investigations of functions, processes, controls and governance frameworks in the context of
the achievement of business objectives.
For this purpose, the Internal Auditor is authorised to have full, free and unrestricted access
to all functions, property, personnel, records, information, accounts, files, monies and other
documentation, as necessary for the conduct of his work.
3. Objectivity, Independence and Organisational Status
Objectivity requires an unbiased mental attitude. As such, the Internal Auditor shall perform
internal audit engagements in such a manner that they have an honest belief in his work
product and that no significant quality compromises are made. Further, it requires the
Internal Auditor not to subordinate his judgment on internal audit matters to that of others.
To facilitate this approach, Internal Audit shall have independent status within Leichhardt
Council, and for this purpose shall be responsible directly to the Audit and Risk Committee
and administratively to the General Manager. Internal Audit shall be independent of the
activities reviewed, and therefore shall not undertake any operating responsibilities outside
internal audit work. Neither shall Internal Audit staff have any executive or managerial
powers, authorities, functions or duties except those relating to the management of Internal
Audit. The Internal Auditor shall report any situations where he feels his objectivity may be
impaired to the Audit and Risk Committee.
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The work of Internal Audit does not relieve the staff of Leichhardt Council from their
accountability to discharge their responsibilities. All Leichhardt Council staff are responsible
for risk management and the operation and enhancement of internal control. This includes
responsibility for implementing remedial action endorsed by management following an
internal audit.
Internal audit shall not be responsible for operational activities on a daily basis, or in the
detailed development or implementation of new or changed systems, or for internal checking
processes.
4. Scope of Work
The scope of services provided by Internal Audit shall encompass:
• The examination and evaluation of the adequacy and effectiveness of systems of
internal control, risk management, governance, and the status of ethical
behaviour.
• Ascertaining conformity with the goals and objectives of Leichhardt Council.
• Assessment of the economic and efficient use of resources.
• The examination of compliance with policies, procedures, plans and legislation.
• Assessment of the reliability and integrity of information.
• Assessment of the safeguarding of assets.
• Recommendations to address Internal Audit concerns and for improvements
• Any special investigations as directed by the Audit and Risk Committee.
• All activities of Leichhardt Council, whether financial or non-financial, manual or
computerised.
5. The scope of work may include
• Assurance services – objective examination of evidence for the purpose of
providing an independent assessment on risk management, control or
governance processes for an organisation. Examples may include financial,
performance, operational, compliance, system security, and due diligence
engagements.
• Consulting services – advisory and related client service activities, the nature
and scope of which are agreed with the client and which are intended to add
value and improve an organisation’s governance, risk management, and control
processes without the internal auditor assuming management responsibility.
Examples include counsel, advice, facilitation and training.
6. Internal Audit Methodology
Internal audit shall use the most appropriate methodology for each internal audit
engagement, depending on the nature of the activity and the pre-determined parameters for
the engagement. Generally, internal audits will include:
• Planning.
• Reviewing and assessing risks in the context of the audit objectives.
• Examination and evaluation of information.
• Communicating results.
• Following up on implementation of audit recommendations.
7. Operating Principles
Internal Audit shall conform with:
• The Standards and Code of Ethics issued by the Institute of Internal Auditors.
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•
•

Where relevant, the Statement on Information Systems Auditing Standards issued
the Information Systems and Control Association.
Relevant auditing standards issued by the Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board.

8. Internal Audit shall:
• Posses the knowledge, skills, and technical proficiency essential to the
performance of internal audits.
• Be skilled in dealing with people and in communicating audit issues effectively.
• Maintain their technical competence through a program of continuing education.
• Exercise due professional care in performing internal audit engagements.
9. Internal Audit staff shall:
• Conduct themselves in a professional manner.
• Conduct their activities in a manner consistent with the concepts expressed in the
Standards and the Code of Ethics.
10. Reporting Arrangements
The Internal Auditor shall at all times report functionally to the Audit and Risk Committee, and
administratively to the General Manager or delegate.
Reporting functionally to the Audit and Risk Committee means the committee:
• Approves the Internal Audit charter
• Approves short and long term audit plans
• Comments on the performance of the Internal Auditor
• Makes enquiries of management to determine if there are scope or budgetary
limitations that impede Internal Audit’s ability to function properly
• Ensures that the Internal Audit function is adequately resourced
• Approves the scope of external assessments of the Internal Audit
• Provides a forum for discussion to identify areas worthy of examination by Internal
Audit
• Recommends to Council who should be the Internal Audit provider and/or has input
into the selection of the internal auditor
Reporting administratively to the General Manager or delegate relates to day to day
operations of internal audit including:
•
•
•
•

Budgeting and accounting
Human resource administration, including performance management
Internal communication / information flow
Administration of internal policies and procedures

At each Audit and Risk Committee meeting the Internal Auditor shall submit a report
summarising all audit activities undertaken during the period, indicating:
• Internal audit engagements completed or in progress.
• Outcomes of each internal audit engagement undertaken.
• Remedial action taken or in progress.
On completion of each internal audit engagement, Internal Audit shall issue a report to the
audit customers detailing the objective and scope of the audit, and resulting issues based on
the outcome of the audit. Internal Audit shall seek from the responsible senior executive an
agreed and endorsed action plan outlining remedial action to be taken, along with an
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implementation timetable and person responsible. Responsible officers shall have a
maximum of ten working days to provide written management responses and action plans in
response to issues and recommendations contained in internal audit reports.
The Internal Auditor shall make available all completed internal audit reports to the Audit and
Risk Committee. However, the work of Internal Audit is solely for the benefit of Leichhardt
Council and is not to be relied on or provided to any other person or organisation.
In addition to the formal process of reporting on work undertaken by Internal Audit, the
Internal Auditor shall draw to the attention of the Audit and Risk Committee all matters that,
in the Internal Auditor’s opinion, warrant reporting in this matter.
11. Access to Internal Audit Information
Internal audit reports and related information is intended for internal use only. Where audit
findings are useful to other areas of Council, internal audit may share this information on a
limited basis. Internal audit information will be shared with Council's external auditor to assist
them in the course of their work.
Internal Audit information is provided to staff and members of Council’s Audit and Risk
Committee on a confidential basis. Staff and Committee members will not make public or
disclose information from Internal Audit reports or meetings, other than via formal reporting
mechanisms to Council including Committee minutes.
Councillors shall have access to the minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee, which will be
reported to Council on a regular basis. The minutes will generally be reported to an open
meeting of Council, however if the General Manager considers that public disclosure of the
minutes would prejudice the effectiveness of the audit process or Council’s ability to obtain
information in similar circumstances in the future, or that the information is otherwise
confidential, the relevant minutes will be reported to Council’s confidential Committee of the
Whole.
Requests for access to Internal Audit Information will be assessed on a case by case basis
in accordance with Council’s obligations under the Government Information (Public Access)
Act 2009.
12. Planning Requirements
Internal Audit uses a risk-based rolling program of internal audits to establish an annual
Internal Audit Plan to reflect a program of audits over a 12-month period. This approach is
designed to be flexible, dynamic and more timely in order to meet the changing needs and
priorities of Leichhardt Council.
The Internal Auditor shall prepare an annual Internal Audit Plan for review and approval by
the Audit and Risk Committee, showing the proposed areas for audit. The annual Internal
Audit Plan shall be based on an assessment of the goals, objectives and business risks of
Leichhardt Council, and shall also take into consideration any special requirements of the
Audit and Risk Committee and senior executives.
The Chair of the Audit & Risk Committee has discretionary authority to adjust the Internal
Audit Plan as a result of receiving special requests from management to conduct reviews
that are not on the plan, with these to be endorsed at the next meeting of the Audit and Risk
Committee.
13. Quality Assurance & Improvement Program
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The Internal Auditor shall oversee the development and implementation of a quality
assurance and improvement program for Internal Audit, to provide assurance that internal
audit work conforms to the Standards and is focused on continuous improvement.
14. Co-ordination with External Audit
The Internal Auditor shall periodically consult with the external auditor, to discuss matters of
mutual interest, to co-ordinate audit activity, and to reduce duplication of audit effort.
15. Review of the Internal Audit Charter
The Internal Auditor shall periodically review the Internal Audit Charter to ensure it remains
up-to-date and reflects the current scope of internal audit work, and will make
recommendations to the Audit and Risk Committee for any required changes. At least once
every two years the Audit and Risk Committee will review this Internal Audit Charter.
16. Evaluation of Internal Audit
The Internal Auditor shall develop performance measures (key performance indicators) for
consideration and endorsement by the Audit and Risk Committee, as a means for the
performance of Internal Audit to be periodically evaluated.
Internal Audit shall also be subject to an independent quality review at least every five years.
Such review shall be in line with the Standards of Professional Practice in Internal audit and
be commissioned by and report to the Audit and Risk Committee.
17. Conflict of Interest
Internal Auditor is not to provide audit services for work for which they may previously have
been responsible. Whilst the Standards provide guidance on this point and allow this to
occur after 12 months, each instance should be carefully assessed.
When engaging internal audit contractors, the Internal Auditor shall take steps to identify,
evaluate the significance, and mange any perceived or actual conflicts of interest that may
impinge upon internal audit work.
Instances of perceived or actual conflicts of interest by the Internal Auditor and contractors
are to be immediately reported to the Audit and Risk Committee by the Internal Auditor.
Any changes to this Internal Audit Charter will be approved by the Audit and Risk
Committee.

Internal Audit Charter Approved: Audit and Risk Committee Meeting 13 August 2012
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